August 1, 2017

Division of Dockets Management
Food and Drug Administration
5630 Fishers Lane, Room 1061
Rockville, MD 20852

Re: Docket No. FDA-2011-F-0172

Dear Sir or Madam:

The American Heart Association (AHA) strongly objects to the Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) decision to delay the compliance date for Nutrition Labeling of Standard Menu Items in Restaurants and Similar Retail Food Establishments (menu labeling) until May 7, 2018. We urge the Agency to revoke the extension and allow menu labeling to take effect immediately.

A one-year delay is not needed. Retail food establishments have been given ample time to comply with the menu labeling requirements. It has been seven years since the law mandating menu labeling was passed, and two-and-a-half years since the release of the final rule. Stakeholders had multiple opportunities to provide input on the development of the rule and related guidance documents, and to seek clarification from the FDA on specific implementation issues. In addition, retail food establishments have already been given extra time to comply; with the compliance deadline moved from December 2015 to December 2016 and then May 2017, before the Agency’s latest action.

Delaying menu labeling is also contrary to the public interest. Requiring food establishments to post calorie counts and make additional nutrition information available allows consumers to make informed, healthier choices. This is extremely important given the impact that diet has on cardiovascular and overall health. Among modifiable risk factors, poor dietary habits are a leading cause of death and disability. Poor nutrition is associated with increased risk of obesity, heart disease, stroke, diabetes, and cancer; and has been estimated to contribute to over $33 billion in medical

“Building healthier lives, free of cardiovascular diseases and stroke.”
costs and $9 billion in lost productivity.\(^2\) By delaying menu labeling, the Agency is limiting consumers’ ability to make informed decisions at retail food establishments, even though foods prepared outside the home account for one-third of all calories Americans consume.\(^3\)

And, as we explain below, the one-year delay is unlikely to achieve the Agency’s goal to reduce regulatory burden and costs. For these reasons, we disagree with the FDA’s decision and urge you to reverse course and implement menu labeling immediately.

**Reducing Regulatory Burden and Costs**

According to the FDA’s announcement extending the compliance deadline, the Agency took this action to “consider how we might further reduce the regulatory burden or increase flexibility.”\(^4\) As noted above, we do not believe that this is a realistic goal.

Covered retail food establishments should have been prepared to comply with the menu labeling requirements before the FDA announced the compliance date extension. The FDA did not indicate that it would delay menu labeling until four days before the May 5\(^{th}\) deadline; and the official notice of delay was not published until the day before retail food establishments were scheduled to comply. Given the late date of the FDA’s announcement, retail food establishments would have already had to analyze their prepared foods and menu items, update their menus to reflect calorie counts, and conduct any necessary staff training. Accordingly, any costs associated with implementing menu labeling should have already been incurred by covered establishments. The FDA itself acknowledged this in the Interim Final Regulatory Impact Analysis when it stated, “[g]iven the imminence of the current compliance date (May 5, 2017), it is likely that many covered establishments have already incurred some or all of the initial costs needed to be in compliance.”\(^5\) As a result, delaying the compliance date is unlikely to result in any significant cost savings for retail food establishments.

Unfortunately, the delay could have a significant impact on another group of stakeholders: consumers. Providing calorie counts and other nutrition information can help consumers make healthier choices and encourage retail food establishments to improve their offerings. In the Regulatory Impact Analysis issued with the menu labeling final rule, the FDA quantified the estimated benefit to consumers at $9.2 billion over 20 years. While another study estimated that menu labeling could prevent up to 41,000 cases of childhood obesity and save over $4.6 billion in healthcare costs over 10 years.\(^6\)

---


\(^2\) Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 2008. Preventing Chronic Diseases: Investing Wisely in Health Preventing Obesity and Chronic Diseases through Good Nutrition and Physical Activity.


\(^4\) 82 FR 20825.


Yet, when the FDA announced the compliance extension, the Agency downplayed the benefits that menu labeling will provide consumers. Instead, the interim final rule framed the cost savings to covered establishments as the “principal benefit.”7 This concerns us greatly. The true benefit of menu labeling is that it will allow consumers to make informed, healthier choices; the Agency’s primary focus should not be on creating “benefits” or cost savings for retail food establishments. This is especially concerning when you consider that the cost savings to covered establishments are estimated between $2 to $8 million over 20 years depending on the discount rate applied,8 while the “foregone benefits” to consumers range between $5 and $19 million.9 We do not understand how the FDA can justify a compliance delay when the “foregone benefits” to consumers are dramatically higher than the cost savings to covered establishments.

We also question how the Agency determined the amount of cost savings that retail food establishments would realize under a one-year delay. According to the FDA, the Agency does “not have data to estimate how much covered establishments have already spent to become compliant or the proportion of establishments in compliance.”10 The FDA chose to “assume that 50 percent of covered establishments are already in compliance and therefore 50 percent of initial, upfront costs have already been incurred.”11 Without any evidence to base these calculations on, it is impossible to have confidence in the FDA’s conclusion that retail establishments will save between $2 and $8 million. If the number of retail establishments prepared to comply with menu labeling is in fact higher – which is likely since the delay was only announced a few days before the scheduled compliance deadline – the actual cost savings to food establishments will be much lower.

A number of retail food establishments have expressed concern that the delay will not save them money and ignores the years of work that have already gone into implementation.12 In fact, the delay and reopening of the rule could result in retail food establishments incurring additional costs if the menu labeling requirements are altered.

Delaying the rule also increases the likelihood that individual states or localities will develop their own menu labeling requirements in the absence of a federal program. New York City, for example, recently announced that it would begin enforcing the city’s calorie labeling requirements on May 22, 2017.13 It is our understanding that retail food establishments would prefer to implement uniform federal requirements rather than a patchwork of different state and local laws.

---

7 82 FR at 20828.
8 Annualized cost savings: $2 - $6 million with a 3% discount rate, or $3 - $8 million with a 7% discount rate over 20 years.
9 Annualized foregone benefits: $5 - $15 million with a 3% discount rate, or $6 - $19 million with a 7% discount rate over 20 years.
11 Ibid.
In addition, reopening the rule to explore changes to “increase flexibility” appears unnecessary. The final rule and guidance document contain a number of provisions intended to give retail food establishments flexibility in how they implement menu labeling, such as providing several options for labeling self-service foods or foods on display, or allowing pizza chains to post calorie counts by the pie or by the slice. As the FDA itself has stated, “[b]ecause of the complicated market structure in the food industry... flexibility was built into the menu labeling final rule for all establishments.” 14

Finally, the number of retail food establishments that already provide menu labeling, including many restaurants, grocery stores, convenience stores, and entertainment venues, demonstrate that labeling is feasible in a reasonable space and a reasonable cost.

**Definition of Covered Establishments**

While not specifically addressed in the interim final rule, we are aware that some retail food establishments have questioned the definition of a “covered establishment,” and have requested that the definition be modified to exclude certain types of establishments. AHA does not believe a change to the definition is necessary.

We believe the FDA correctly interpreted the statute when establishing the definition for covered retail establishments. The statute is very clear: menu labeling applies to “restaurants and similar retail food establishments.” 15 If Congress had intended that the requirement only apply to “restaurants,” it would not have included “similar retail food establishments” in the law. Instead, Congress deliberately chose broad language. It is also important to note that when Members of Congress later requested that the FDA delay implementation from December 1, 2015 to December 1, 2016, the purpose of the delay was to give grocery and convenience stores more time to comply with the requirements; not to exempt them completely from the final rule.

All retail food establishments that serve prepared, restaurant-type foods should be subject to menu labeling. It would be inconsistent to require calorie labeling at chain restaurants, but not for similar prepared foods at grocery and convenience stores and other retail food establishments. For example, it would not make sense to require a sandwich shop to provide calorie labeling, but to exempt premade or made to order sandwiches at a supermarket or convenience store. Similarly, it would be inappropriate to require a stand-alone bakery to comply, while the bakery in a grocery store is exempt. These are all part of the away-from-home eating experience where consumers need calorie information for what they are purchasing.

We also note that grocery and convenience stores are similar to and compete with more traditional restaurants. Consider the convenience stores located inside Sheetz gas stations. The stores offer a large array of prepared “Grab-n-go” foods such as hot breakfast sandwiches, fresh fruit, cheese, yogurt, and bakery items, as well as made to go foods, including hot dogs, burgers, sandwiches, wraps, pizza, chicken and fish platters, and sides. 16 Some of the Sheetz locations allow customers to order online.

---

15 Sec. 4205. Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.
Sheetz even compares itself to a restaurant stating:

It’s a popular belief that you can’t get great-tasting food at a convenience store. At Sheetz, we like to turn such conventions on their heads. We have developed a food program that rivals any quick-serve restaurant you’ve ever visited. Our menu is made to order, or M•T•O® as we call it for short. We use only the highest quality ingredients and prepare your food especially for you, while you wait. Get exactly what you want, when you want it, 24/7. That’s pretty convenient.¹⁷ (emphasis added)

Other convenience stores offer similar foods. For example, the Wawa brand of convenience stores “offer a large selection of fresh foods, available Built-to-Order® just the way you like or Ready-to-Go when you’re in a hurry” such as breakfast sandwiches, soups, sides, sandwiches and hoagies, salads, wraps, and snacks.¹⁸ Or, 7-Eleven convenience stores that serve hot dogs, wings, taquitos, pizza, mini beef tacos, chicken tenders, mozzarella sticks, nachos, and more.¹⁹ These foods clearly qualify as restaurant-type foods.

¹⁷ See https://www.sheetz.com/food.
¹⁸ See https://www.wawa.com/fresh-food.
¹⁹ See https://www.7-eleven.com/eat-drink#snacks.
Sheetz, Prepared Foods Display

Sheetz, Electronic Ordering Kiosk

Wawa Convenience Store, Built-to-Order Counter & Kitchen, Chantilly, VA, July 2017
Grocery stores also offer prepared foods that are similar to those found in restaurants. The foods include items such as sandwiches, salads, soups, fried and rotisserie chicken, ribs, and meals consisting of an entrée and side(s). Depending on the store, these may be self-service foods or require a customer to order from a menu board. In addition to offering these foods, many grocery stores provide special seating areas for customers to immediately consume them. For example, Safeway and Vons offer all of these foods, as well as made to order breakfast sandwiches and hot and cold specialty sandwiches at their “Signature Café”. While Whole Foods stores may offer a variety of eating options such as “a deli, restaurant, salad bar, sandwich station, burger stand, pizza joint, BBQ shack, sushi venue, raw foods bar, taco bar, beer pub and wine bar.”

---

**Safeway Signature Café, Falls Church, VA, July 2017**

---

**Safeway, Prepared Food**

---

It is important to note that grocery and convenience stores have become an increasingly popular place for consumers to purchase ready-to-eat foods. As grocery stores have expanded the variety of ready-to-eat entrees and meals in their prepared foods departments, sales of prepared foods have increased at a rate of 4 to 4.5% each year, compared with 2 to 2.5% growth each year for other grocery products.23

As discussed above, it would be inconsistent to exempt grocery and convenience stores or other establishments that serve restaurant-type foods from menu labeling. Consumers need nutrition information about ready-to-eat foods whether the food is eaten while seated at a table-service restaurant, while watching a movie or a ballgame, taken home from a grocery store hot bar, or carried home from a convenience store. The calories count and contribute to their diet similarly, and consumers want information on foods from all of these venues. A national poll found that 80% of Americans support calorie labeling at chain grocery stores, the same level of support as for restaurant calorie labeling.24

**Calorie Disclosure Signage for Self-Service Foods**

According to the Federal Register notice, the FDA continues to receive many questions about calorie disclosure signage for self-service foods, including buffets and grab-and-go foods. These questions are one of the reasons why the Agency chose to delay the compliance deadline.

We are surprised that retail food establishments continue to have questions about self-service foods. The Agency dedicated 12 pages in the final rule and an additional seven pages in the April 2016 guidance document to address how retailers should label self-service foods. In addition, covered establishments had multiple opportunities to seek additional clarification from the FDA during webinars and public workshops. We believe the FDA provided ample information to implement menu labeling for self-service foods.

We also believe that the FDA provided food establishments with an appropriate amount of flexibility by giving them several options to label self-service foods. According to the guidance document, calorie information for self-service foods or foods on display can be placed on a sign adjacent to and clearly associated with the food; on a sign attached to the sneeze guard; or on a single sign or placard listing the calorie declaration for several food items along with the names of the food items, so long as the sign or placard is located where a consumer can view it while selecting that item. These are reasonable options.

We are, however, concerned by reports that some covered establishments want the FDA to modify the rule to allow for the posting of calories on a menu board that is not located near the displayed item, such as posting the calories on a sign near the cash register. We strongly oppose this request. Posting calories in a location that is not visible to consumers as they make food selections would defeat the purpose of menu labeling. Consumers must be able to see the calorie

---


information when comparing products in order to make an informed choice. Thus, we urge the FDA to deny this request.

In addition, numerous food establishments have already complied with menu labeling and are successfully providing calorie counts for self-service foods using one of the three options provided by the FDA, as the examples below show. These establishments were able to understand and implement the requirements outlined in the final rule and guidance document. We believe other establishments should be able to do the same, and see no reason to delay implementation because of reported uncertainty around self-service foods.

Safeway, Falls Church, VA, July 2017
Self-Serve Buffet

Safeway, Falls Church, VA, July 2017
Bakery Case

Giant Food, Washington, DC, May 2017
Labeling on Salad Bar Sneeze Guard

Jewel-Osco, Chicago, IL, May 2017
Labeling on Signs at Hot Foods Buffet
**Methods for Providing Calorie Disclosure Information Other than the Menu**

The FDA has also requested comments on methods for providing calorie disclosure information other than on the menu itself, and how different kinds of retailers might use different methods. By asking this question, it appears that the FDA is considering modifying the rule to exempt certain establishments from the requirement that they provide calorie counts on the menu or menu board. AHA would strongly oppose such a change.

While we support providing calorie information in multiple and innovative ways, all menus that customers use to make an order selection should be required to provide calorie labeling. This includes menus, menu boards, electronic menus (kiosks, tablets), drive-thru menus, takeout menus, and online menus. No menu that a customer may order from should be exempt.

We understand that some establishments have requested an exemption from the in-store menu or menu board requirement if 49% or fewer of their orders are placed in the store. We cannot overemphasize how much we oppose this request. This exemption would deny up to half of an establishment’s customers access to calorie information. Again, this would be in direct conflict with the purpose of the menu labeling requirement.

Posting calorie information online only is not sufficient. Online menus will not help a customer who is ordering in the store. Customers who place an order in the establishment should not be penalized for not placing their order online. It is also important to remember that some Americans do not have ready access to the internet.

In addition, some online menus fail to provide consumers with calorie information at the appropriate time – when it could inform their selection. Consider the online menus for several major pizza chains. Domino’s provides a calorie count by slice on its website, but the calorie information is not visible when the customer is selecting what to order. Instead, the calorie information does not appear until you select the “checkout” button to pay. Customers have to start their order over if they want to alter their selection after receiving the calorie information. To find additional nutrition information or to compare the calories between items, the consumer must locate the “nutrition” link at the bottom of the page. At other major chains, including Pizza Hut and Papa John’s, the calorie count is not provided to the customer at any point during the order selection or at payment. Customers have to proactively search for that information and find the “nutrition” link at the bottom of the webpage. This is not a useful way to provide calorie or nutrition information. Pizza chains should improve their online menus to comply with the menu labeling requirements.

However, as noted above, online menus alone are not enough. Pizza chains and other establishments that offer takeout or delivery service must also post calories on their menu boards just like other chain restaurants, to accommodate those customers who place their orders in the store. Pizza chains in Vermont, California, Pennsylvania, Seattle, and other states and municipalities are already posting calorie information on menus – demonstrating that it can be done in a reasonable space and at a reasonable cost.
And, as both Congress and the FDA have already made clear, retail food establishments can have more than one form of menu or “primary writing”, and each form is required to include a calorie declaration.

**Distinguishing Between Menus and Other Information Presented to the Consumer**

In the Federal Register notice, the FDA states that it has received questions about how to distinguish a menu from advertisements and other marketing materials. The Agency then continues to say that further consideration and clarification is needed.

The FDA, however, has already established clear criteria for distinguishing menus from advertisements and other marketing materials. In the final guidance document, the Agency explains that establishments should consider whether a customer can use the document or other form of communication to order (i.e., does it include the name or image of the standard menu item and the price, and can the customer order from it?). The guidance document provides several examples to illustrate how the criteria work. For example, an ad or coupon that states, “Try our large cheese pizza for only $9.99” would not be considered a menu because a customer cannot order from it. However, if the ad or coupon includes a phone number or website, the calorie declaration must be provided because a customer could order from it.
If customers use a menu or menu board to order at an establishment, the displays, posters, coupons and other marketing materials on display at the establishment would not count as menus. Similarly, if a coupon is part of a takeout menu that list calorie counts, the coupon itself does not need to list the calories since the takeout menu would be the primary way of ordering. The final guidance makes these distinctions between menus and other communications with consumers clear; no further changes or delay are needed.

Closing
In closing, AHA is extremely disappointed that the FDA delayed the compliance deadline for menu labeling – again. As explained above, we do not believe that a one-year delay is necessary. It is unlikely to achieve significant cost savings or reduce regulatory burden, but it will deprive consumers of valuable nutrition information that would allow them to make informed, healthier decisions.

In addition, the FDA has already answered the questions raised in the interim final rule, and we do not believe additional clarification or change is needed. Numerous establishments, including restaurants, grocery stores, convenience stores, pizza chains, and movie theaters, were able to successfully implement menu labeling without this additional delay.

We urge the Agency to put public health first and revoke the compliance date extension. Covered establishments should be directed to immediately implement the menu labeling final rule.

If you have any questions or need any additional information, please do not hesitate to contact Susan Bishop of AHA staff at (202) 785-7908 or susan.k.bishop@heart.org.

Thank you for your consideration of our comments.

Sincerely,

John J. Warner, MD
President
American Heart Association